
GARDEN CONSULTATION SERVICE 



‘The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago, the next 
best time is now’

Let's think about this Chinese proverb for a moment.
There is a lot of truth and sentiment in this statement.
The next time you walk through a beautiful woodland,
forest, park or a garden ask yourself, how old are these
trees? Who planted them? Imagine many years from
now, future generations walking through a new
woodland, a park or a garden enriched with beautiful
mature trees planted by you - could that person be
asking themselves the same question?

Leave a legacy, not a footprint



Trees are the backbone of any good landscaping design

Choosing the right tree can be quite a daunting process with so many different species and cultivars available. We
completely understand this, after all, planting trees is a lifetime investment.

The key to a happy and healthy tree is making sure you have selected the correct species from the very beginning. The right
tree for the right place.

Here at Barcham Trees we offer a site visit & consultation service specifically designed to cater for your tree planting needs.
As part of our friendly and personal service, we will visit your property by appointment to discuss your specifications and
wishes, assess the site conditions, your soil type and all relevant aspects of the proposed planting area in detail.
Once all the information is collated, a detailed and informative site plan is produced for you, plotting your trees as
accurately as possible for your consideration. We will also include a formal quotation for the recommended tree species for
your planting project.
Our promise to you is that we will provide you with the best advice, knowledge and expertise involving you every step of
the way throughout the process to provide a fulfilling and engaging experience from conception to realisation.



Transform your surroundings
Small changes can make big differences 

From screening with pleached trees for seclusion and privacy, to overhauling a field to create
your own arboretum, trees undeniably enhance and benefit the natural world from birds to
bees, to the environment and our own health and wellbeing.



Contact us for more information and 
to arrange your visit

Call us on 01353 720 950
Or email info@barchamtrees.co.uk 


